HISTORICAL NOTES

St Bartholomew’s Church
Chipping

PREFACE TO THE THIRD EDITION
This is the third edition of the Historical Notes first published in 1976 and I echo the
words of my predecessors Reverend Thomas Green & Reverend Fred Cheall whose
prefaces are printed below. There are some changes in this new edition: there are new
developments to record, research into the Anglo-Saxon church has shed new light on our
earliest history and, above all, methods of publishing and communicating have changed
dramatically. This edition includes colour photos and will be available on the church
website which did not exist when previous editions were printed.
There are limits to desktop publishing, however, and like my predecessors I am grateful
to the Heane family. Sadly Mr W.H. (Bill) Heane is no longer with us, but David still prints
documents for the church.
The most important things about this church and community remain constant. Thomas
Green wrote in his preface to the first edition,
“There is a strong sense of community here. The Church is not a relic of the past, it
still brings together families for baptism, marriage and worship. Its message is still
relevant to the life of their community. It shares in the saddest and most joyful
moments in the lives of the people. Generations have partaken of the Bread of Life
at its altar, and still are fed.”
That has not changed for centuries, and I pray it never will.
Fiona Jenkins
Vicar of Chipping
July 2019,
The Vicarage, Chipping
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PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION
This is the second edition of the Historical Notes published in 1976, and now, twenty
years later, we include the preface written by one of my predecessors, the late Reverend
Thomas Green, because it sums up so well so much of value in our church.
Those who have read the first edition will be aware that some changes have taken place
in this edition. There are two reasons for this. Firstly, there is another twenty years of
events to add, either completed, or in prospect, as for example we face a great
celebration this year of 1400 years of Christianity in Chipping. Secondly, history, like any
other subject, is not static. Occasionally either new facts emerge, or new interpretations
are made possible in a way which has been denied to our predecessors.
Like the Reverend Thomas Green, l would like to acknowledge the contributions made by
many towards this new edition, in particular to Mr. David Heane, and to his father, Mr.
W H Heane referred to in the preface to the first edition, for his invaluable work in
printing, and to all those who spent time ensuring that we are as accurate as we can be,
until time produces facts and interpretations of which our successors must take note.
Fred Cheall
Vicar of Chipping and Whitewell
January, 1996, The Vicarage, Chipping
PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION
There has long been the need for such a book as this. The thousands of visitors who
come to our ancient Parish Church every year have looked for a brief account of its
history. Our own people, who have cherished these stones and the faith they enshrine,
will treasure the story of their building. It is the story of a typical English parish, which
has not seen vast changes over the years. The population is about the same as 150 years
ago. There is a strong sense of community here. The Church is not a relic of the past, it
still brings together families for baptism, marriage and worship. Its message is still
relevant to the life of their community. it shares in the saddest and most joyful moments
in the lives of the people. Generations have partaken of the Bread of Life at its altar, and
still are fed.
I would like to thank Mr. Frank Berry for his copious notes and Mrs. George Bleasdale,
for placing her husbands "Jottings" at my disposal. I acknowledge my debt to Tom Smith,
whose "History of the Parish of Chipping," published in 1894, is invaluable. I thank Mr.
W. H. Heane for his invaluable assistance in the printing.
T. Green
Vicar of Chipping
September, 1976 The Vicarage, Chipping

EARLY HISTORY
Chipping is an ancient Anglo-Saxon settlement recorded in the Domesday book. The
name Chipping signifies a ‘Market'. There are other towns in England named ’Chipping’
and another name, for example Chipping Sodbury, Chipping Norton, Chipping Camden.
But this is the only case of 'Chipping' on its own. Furthermore the other Chippings had
the market title added after the Norman Conquest. This is the only Chipping which
already had its ’Market' name in Saxon times. At this early date it was probably a market
for livestock brought down from the hills for sale on the coast.
We cannot be certain when Christianity first came to Chipping. There may have been
Christians among the Roman Garrison at Ribchester but, if so, theirs was a private faith
which left no archaeological trace. It is more likely, however, that Christianity became
established in north-west England during the 7th century when pagan Anglo-Saxon rulers
converted to Christianity and carried their kingdoms with them.
During this period the area we now know as Lancashire was caught between the warring
pagan Anglo-Saxon kingdoms of Northumbria and Mercia. In 625, King Edwin of
Northumbria married the Christian princess Ethelburga of Kent. Her bishop, Paulinus,
accompanied her to Northumbria and began a mission to convert the Northumbrians. He
had some initial success, but the kingdom returned to paganism after Edwin was killed in
633. It was the mission led by the Irish monk Aidan who came from Iona to Lindisfarne in
635 which firmly established Northumbria as a Christian kingdom with the monastery on
Lindisfarne as its spiritual heart.
Meanwhile, Penda king of Mercia remained resolutely pagan. However, he tolerated the
preaching of Christianity by missionaries from Northumbria and his son was baptised as
part of negotiations to marry a Northumbrian princess. Penda died in 655 and his
successors ruled as Christians. By the end of the 7th century paganism had died out and
infant baptism was the norm throughout the Anglo-Saxon kingdoms.
What of Christianity in Chipping itself? A place where people gathered for market would
seem an obvious place for people to gather to worship and there has been speculation
there was first a preaching cross, then a wooden church, on the site of St
Bartholomew’s. Although these suggestions are plausible, there is no archaeological or
documentary evidence to support them.
The Domesday Book of 1086 is silent on the existence of a church in Chipping. It lists
Chippenden as one of fifty nine villages of Amounderness, controlled from Preston in the
time of Edward the Confessor and mentions three churches but does not say where they
were.
Our earliest evidence for a church in Chipping comes from a document called The Status
of Blagborneshire. We must take this document with a degree of healthy scepticism
because it contains obvious inaccuracies and was written with a specific agenda in mind.
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In 1354, Henry, 1st Duke of Lancaster laid claim to control of Whalley Abbey. To refute his
claim, John Lindley, Abbott of Whalley wrote the Status of Blagborneshire, with the aim
of proving that Whalley church and Abbey existed long before the Norman Conquest and
was completely independent of feudal overlords.
Abbot Lindley starts with the bold but unlikely claim that a parish church associated with
Augustine of Canterbury was built in Whalley in the late 6th century.
In the time of Ethelbert, who began to reign A.D. 596, the blessed Augustine, the
Apostle of the English, sent by the blessed Pope Gregory, at the instance of the said
king, preached in England. There was at Whalley in Blagborneshire a certain parish
church built in honour of all saints, in the cemetery of which church were certain
stone crosses then erected and called by the people the crosses of the blessed
Augustine, which under the same name exist there to this day ; and the abovenamed church was called, at that time, “The White Church under the Legh.”
The Status of Blagbornshire
To be fair, Abbot Lindley does not specifically claim that the church in Whalley was built
in 596; that misinterpretation arose in later generations. But it is puzzling that he uses a
date of 596 at all: it is too late for Ethelbert whose reign began c.589 and too early for
Augustine’s mission which ran from 597 to his death in 604. There is no evidence to
connect Augustine with Whalley, his work barely extended beyond Kent and the crosses
in Whalley church yard date from the 10th and 11th centuries, several centuries after
Augustine’s death
Abbot Lindley’s document goes on to say that three other churches were built in the
area some time later, namely Blackburn, Chipping and Ribchester. He gives no dates, but
says these churches were built before there was a castle at Blackburn or Clitheroe.
Clitheroe Castle was built c 1186, so if Abbot Lindley’s claim is right Chipping Church
already existed by 1186. A late 12 century date seems reasonable, because a document
of Lancaster Priory dated about 1230 refers to ‘Robert, Rector of Chepyndale’.
Furthermore in 1241 both Preston Parish Church and Lancaster Priory made unsuccessful
claims to take control of Chipping Parish.
Clearly Chipping Church was well established by 1230, but when it was first built we may
never know. Despite all these uncertainties, however, the three churches of Chipping
seized on Abbot Lindley’s erroneous date of 596 and cheerfully celebrated 1400 years of
Christianity in the village in 1996!

THE CHURCH BUILDING
It is difficult to date parts of the present Church, because each time it was rebuilt the old
stone was re-used as much as possible. The tower was added to the 12th century church
about 1450 and the dormer window in the roof was also added around this time. The
window was placed so the light would fall on the Rood (or Crucifix). Many churches had
Rood Screens or Rood Beams, which were removed at the Reformation. The church was
rebuilt in 1506 and again in 1873. In 1873, the tower was unaltered except for the
window, the pillars were not removed, walls were probably rebuilt, and the roof was
completely removed and replaced.
The external appearance of the church has probably changed very little since 1506, but
the interior is another matter. The 16th century Reformation and the re-ordering of 1873
have both had a significant impact on the church.
1506-1872
During the 16th century England moved from Catholicism to mild Protestantism under
Henry VIII, then strict Protestantism under the boy king Edward VI, back to Catholicism
under Mary I and finally settled with a moderately Protestant Church of England under
Elizabeth 1. It was the dogmatic Protestantism of Edward’s reign which most left its mark
on ordinary parish churches like Chipping.
In the period prior to the Reformation the church would have been decorated with
coloured wall paintings, images of saints and the carved rood or crucifixion scene
mentioned above. There were also two chantries built within in the church. A chantry
was a small chapel built by a wealthy family or guild for private prayer and often
generously endowed to fund a priest to say masses for the dead of that family or guild.
At the east end of the south aisle near the Berry Memorial window, was the Sherbourne
Chantry, also called the Wolfhouse Quire. Wolfhouse or Wolfen Hall, was the old manor
house of Chipping, and the Sherbourne family resided there for many years. Records of
the founding of the Chantry are given in a deed dated 13th September 1519, the 11th year
of the reign of Henry VIII, drawn up between Roger Shireburne Esquire, and the four
"Kyrk Greaves" of the Parish of Chepyn. By this deed Roger had permission to build a
quyre of tymber and an altar in the south part of the church "to have and to hold to the
said Roger Shireburne and his heirs for ever to sit and kneel in at his pleasure and to take
him full possession therefore as it shall please him". The said Roger agreed to be
responsible for all repairs.
It was used as a burial place for the Sherbournes. In a will dated I673, Richard
Sherbourne desired to be buried “in the quire at Chipping, belonging to my cousin,
Robert Sherbourne, of Wolfhouse".
A second chantry was founded in 1530 by Thomas Mawdesley, Rector of Chipping, at the
north side of the church, where is now the choir vestry, behind the organ. In a document
of 1556 it was stated, “Thomas Mawdesley, priest, built the quere, on the north side of
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Chipping Church, called our Ladyes quere, to the intend that a priest should pray there
for his soul and all Christian souls for ever.” Certain lands in Chipping were purchased to
provide a stipend for the Chantry priest, who had to “say divine service daily” for the
souls of his benefactors. For several years the Chantry of our Lady at Chipping had Its
own incumbent.
King Edward’s advisers needed to raise funds for the exchequer and, as devout
Protestants, they abhorred the practice of praying for the dead. In 1548 they addressed
both issues by dissolving chantries and taking all chantry endowments for the exchequer.
Two years later, the 1550 Act Against Books and Images led to the removal of all the
colourful pictures, statues and carvings which had filled England’s parish churches.
Some carvings survived, presumably because they were not likely to tempt people to
idolatry. The second pillar on the north side is decorated with five caricatured heads,
four human, one animal. We have no idea why the medieval mason created these quirky
stone cartoons; maybe they are people he knew, or maybe he was just being playful.
There are two more carved heads on the west respond of the north arcade.

On the capital of the first pillar is the carving of a
serpent with a forked tongue. To this creature may
be applied a stage direction from Shakespeare’s
“Henry 1V”, Part II. "Enter Rumour, painted, full of
tongues”. Shakespeare wrote the play in 1598,
about the time Richard Parker, Vicar 1591-1616,
wrote in Latin in the Parish Registers "Great is
Truth and She Prevails“.
The same Richard Parker presented a beautiful
Elizabethan communion chalice to the church in
1604 and it is still used on special occasions. The
inscription reads
THE COMVNION CVPP OF Y CHVRCHE OF CHIPPING
IN Y COVNTY OF LANCASTER 1602 +

Elizabethan silver chalice

1873 to present
The photographs on page 8 show the church exterior before the restoration and reordering of 1873. Gravestones in the images date the photographs to c. 1860.
Photographs on pages 10 and 11 show the how interior of the church has changed from
c.1860 to the present day.

The grotesques
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Before 1872 the Church had a ”sunken chancel”. Where now you go up two steps, you
formerly went down one step into the chancel. In the north wall of the Sanctuary, there
is an ancient doorway, now blocked and forming a recess for use. The raising of the floor
level can be seen in relation to this doorway which now appears very low. On the south
wall of the Sanctuary opposite that doorway is a Piscina, thought to date from the 12th
century and so the most ancient stone. It now appears as a recess in the wall, but there
would formerly have been in the bottom a drain for pouring away water used in the
ceremonial washing at the Holy Communion.
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The font was removed to its present position in 1873. Before that it stood in the centre
aisle at the back of the church. It was erected in 1520 and is believed to be the gift of
Bradley of Bradley Hall, as the initials of the donor appear on one of the shields.
The devices on the other shields represent
the instruments of torture at the Passion of
Christ. These are the nails, the hammer,
the pincers and the scourges. There are
two blank shields, and it is thought that
they contained devices which offended
some incumbent with Puritan tendencies.
They may have referred to the Five
Wounds of Christ or the Heart Of Christ.

The Church before its restoration in 1873.
Note white wash of all the exterior. At south east corner of church
are Lizzie Dean’s grave and the oldest yew tree.

The base of the font is intriguing. Around it are carvings once thought to be unintelligible
runes, or hieroglyphics. It is now known that if these symbols are turned upside down,
they are the letters A M G P D T (Ave Maria Gratia Plena Dominus Tecum, or Hail Mary,
full of grace, the Lord is with thee. Luke 1.28). It appears the base was made from a
reused pillar and capital, presumably from the rebuilding of 1506. As the font was
originally installed before the Protestant Reformation, we must assume the Catholic
builders did not realise they had inverted the initial letters of the Hail Mary.

East end of the Church before the restoration in 1873.
Note there is no yew tree to the east of the church at this time.

Letters on the base of the font the correct way up
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The Church interior before the restoration and reordering in 1873.
Note three decker pulpit on right towards east end, sunken chancel,
cover of font in the west end of nave and ceiling in nave.

Church interior early 20th century

The first image opposite show the church interior as it was before the various
introductions of 1909. Points to note are:
• No terrazzo floor in nave
• Two steps up to chancel instead of three as at present
• No tiles on chancel floor
• No choir stalls
The reredos and war memorial introduced is 1920 is also absent.
The church is decorated with flowers – perhaps for a wedding? The lectern displays a
white saltire cross.
We are grateful to Mary Wilkinson who donated this image in June 2019. It belonged to
her grandfather, James Wilkinson, who died 1944 and may previously have belonged to
her great grandfather Robert Wilkinson.
Church interior 2019
10
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In 1873 the Vicar’s Vestry was built. There was a window in the east end, known as the
leper’s window, but it was walled up when the vestry was built. Supposedly lepers
watched the service through that window. There was a north door in the church walled
up at this time. That door used to be left open when baptisms were taking place so that
the devil had somewhere to get out.
The Victorians introduced stained glass to the
church. The large east and west windows were
installed in 1873. At the east end the five windows
contain, in the centre, the Good Shepherd, on
each side, Matthew, Mark, Luke and John.
Underneath there are five scenes from the life of
Christ. The west window consists of nine Coats of
Arms, of Dioceses and families connected with
Chipping. The west window near the font was
installed in 1879.
The mosaic floor in the sanctuary, the tiled floor in
the choir, and the terrazzo floors in the alleys of
the nave were laid down in 1909. Italian workmen
were engaged in the work. The present choir stalls
were introduced at this time. They are a memorial
to Rev. Richard Robinson, 1864-1886 during
whose incumbency the Church was rebuilt, the
Vicarage of 1867 was erected, the new Brabin’s
School (1880) and Thornley School (1880) were
also built.
The lectern was introduced in 1873, the gift of a
former curate. it is a copy of a medieval lectern at
Blythburgh, Suffolk.
East window detail
The Bishop's Chair and the other Sanctuary chairs were made locally in the Lancashire
spindle-back design.
On the wall of the sanctuary there is an ancient brass plate in memory of Marie and
Anne, wives of Robert Parkinson, and who died in 1611 and 1623. This plate was
formerly fastened to the floor in the chancel, over the grave of these two ladies. it was
removed to the wail to preserve it from damage. Marie, daughter of Anne, was mother
of John Brabin, founder of Brabins School.
The reredos behind the altar is a memorial to the members of the Church killed in the
First World War. It was carved at Lancaster and erected in 1920. The names of those
killed in 1939-1945 were later added.
12

The Saxon stone and carved oak chest
An ancient stone, on display in the south aisle, was discovered during the 1873 works. It
is regarded as Saxon, and although resembling a font, may have been a plague stone
where plague victims could leave money for food. The hollow was filled with vinegar in
an attempt to disinfect coins.
The carved oak chest acquired in 1973, is about 300 years old, of Belgian origin. It was
many years in the steward's office at St. Bartholomew’s Hospital, London. It is a fine
addition to the Church.
The former Wolfhouse Quire received a new lease of life as a Memorial Chapel in 1994.
The closure of the churchyard in 1979 meant an increasing reliance on cremation and
the burial of ashes in the Garden of Remembrance which has no gravestones and
parishioners wanted a way of commemorating their loved ones. The Memorial Chapel is
a pleasant carpeted space which displays the memorial book and oak memorial panels
on the south wall of the church.
The much admired east window in the Memorial Chapel was given In 1967 in memory of
John Berry, Chairmaker It incorporates the tools of chairmaking, the two ancient sources
of power, water and fire, and symbolic representations of the Passion of Christ. The Ten
Commandments Board at the west end near the font is a memorial to Thomas Harold
Berry, Chairmaker, who died in 1942.
Early 21st century building projects focused on the practical needs of the congregation by
installing a kitchenette and wheelchair accessible toilet with baby change facilities. In
2018 the lighting and audio system were upgraded and a discreet built in projector and
screen were installed to enhance and add variety to worship.
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CHURCHYARD
The sundial in the churchyard bears the date 1708 and the initials of the churchwardens
of the time. That is the date the dial was erected, but the stone steps on which it stands
are much older and are thought to be the base upon which an old cross stood. We know
that there was a cross there in 1618, for in a will of that date, John Bleasdale of Dinkley
Green expressed a wish to be buried on the south side of the Cross in Chipping
Churchyard, near to the place where his father had been buried.
The best known grave is that of Lizzie Dean who died in 1835. She was a scullery maid at
the Sun Inn opposite the church. Her lover jilted her and to add to her heartache he
proposed to her best friend. On the day of the wedding at St Bartholomew’s Church,
Lizzie hanged herself in pub attic that overlooked the church yard. In her suicide note she
wrote “I want to be buried at the entrance to the church so my lover and my best friend
will always have to walk past my grave every time they go to church.”
Her request was not granted, however, and her grave lies in consecrated ground at the
south east corner of the church under the huge yew tree.
There are several yew trees in the churchyard. The oldest is probably the one near Lizzie
Dean’s grave to the south east of the church. It was already well established by the 19th
century and now has to be supported because its trunk has split. Yew trees were planted
as symbols of immortality because they are long lived and slow growing. Contrary to
belief, the English yew is not suitable for the making of bows; it is the Spanish yew which
was used by the archers.
The churchyard was closed in 1979 and is now under the care of the local authority. The
grass on the south side and all the flowerbeds are lovingly maintained by a team of local
volunteers. They and the local authority are to be congratulated upon the high standards
of maintenance they achieve, and the fine state of the grounds.

The Berry Window
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CLERGY
In olden times, Chipping was In the Deanery of Amounderness, in the Archdeaconry of
Richmond and in the Diocese of York. In those days the Incumbent was entitled ”Rector".
A document of Lancaster Priory dated about 1230, refers to “Robert, Rector of
Chepyndale”. In 1541 the Diocese of Chester was founded, and the entire Archdeaconry
of Richmond was transferred to the new diocese. Chipping remained in the Diocese of
Chester until the Manchester Diocese was founded In 1847 , then the Blackburn Diocese
was separated from the Manchester Diocese In 1926.
The Dukes of Lancaster were the Patrons of the Rectory of Chipping at one time. John of
Gaunt, Duke of Lancaster, appointed Rectors of Chipping in 1394. When John of Gaunt's
son, became King Henry IV, the patronage of the living of Chipping passed to the Crown.
When Chipping passed from the Diocese of York to the Diocese of Chester in 1541, the
patronage passed to the Bishop of the Diocese, and the incumbent was known as vicar
instead of Rector. Chipping throughout its history has been in four dioceses; York,
Chester, Manchester and now Blackburn.
We know little of the Rectors of Chipping in the early days beyond names and dates.
Some of the Rectors of Chipping rarely set foot in it. The work was done by curates. In
1443 the Archdeacon of Richmond issued a warning to several rectors for non-residence
in their parishes, of which Chipping was one.
The last Rector of Chipping was George Wolfet, rector from 1531 to 1554. His tenure
began in the reign of Henry VII as a Catholic priest saying services in Latin. He survived
the transition to Henry’s Church of England, under Edward VI he led worship in English
using Cranmer’s new-fangled Book of Common Prayer, then returned to Catholicism
under Mary I. After George Wolfet’s departure or death the parish was without a priest
for eight years until John Marsden was appointed as Vicar in 1562.
John King was another Vicar in turbulent times. He was Vicar for fifty years from 1622 to
1672, the period of the Civil War, Commonwealth and Restoration of the Monarchy. Like
the Vicar of Bray, he probably just changed sides each time the government changed. In
Cromwell’s Survey of 1650 he is described as ”an able and orthodox divine”, He received
£10 a year from the rents of the Bishop of Chester, which was made up to £60 a year
from the Committee of Plundered Ministers. This would indicate that the Vicar was
approved of by the Puritans. it may have been that he was a peaceable, hardworking
minister, to whom church politics were of little concern, He appears to have accepted
the presbyterian form of church government when it suited him, and happily resumed
the former tenor of ecclesiastical life, together with his former stipend, at the
restoration. He was a prudent man who acquired considerable wealth by farming. In his
will he left cattle, sheep and agricultural implements to the value of £222 18s 2½d. When
we realise that a top quality ox could be bought for £3, his estate is considerable by the
standards of the day. He is buried in the chancel near to his son Richard, who died during
his father's lifetime.
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Thomas Clarkson, Vicar from 1721 to 1738 was also Rector of Heysham, where he is
buried. He installed the three-decker pulpit in 1723, which stood at the south side of the
chancel. This was replaced by the present pulpit of Longridge stone in 1873.
John Milner, Vicar from 1739 to 1777, whose memorial stone is on the south wall of the
sanctuary, was a close friend of John Wesley, the Founder of Methodism. Wesley’s diary
states that in 1751 ”I rode with Mr. Milner to Ribchester” from Bolton. From there they
rode to Chipping, and stayed overnight at the vicarage, and next day rode to Ambleside.
A year later Milner was again with Wesley at Ulverston. On 6th June 1752 they came to
Chipping, and on Sunday 7th, Wesley preached in Chipping Church on the text, “God was
in Christ reconciling the world unto himself”. He says, ”The people were all attention”.
In 1753 Wesley visited Chipping, but was prevented by eight or ten noisy men from
preaching in the Church. He therefore preached to a number who wished to hear him at
the Vicarage after the service. For a considerable time the Vicar of Chipping
accompanied Wesley on his travels through England and Scotland. For giving up his
pulpit to another clergyman, he was called before the Bishop. We are not told the result
of the interview, except that Milner explained to the Bishop the success of the
preaching.
The Reformation, the Commonwealth and Restoration and the advent of Methodism all
left their mark on the national church and on individual parishes such as Chipping. The
twentieth century saw another dramatic development in the life of the church nationally
and locally as women were ordained for ministry in the Church of England. The first
female deacons were ordained in 1987, priests in 1994 and the first woman bishop was
consecrated in 2015. The Reverend Sue Williams became the first female Vicar of
Chipping in 2005.
There have been no fewer than five vicarages in which incumbents have resided. Prior to
1668, there is a record of ”a fair parsonage house”, but where this was we do not know.
In 1668, a Vicarage was built in Parsonage Lane on glebe land, now the "Old Vicarage”. in
1811, a house was obtained in the village in Windy Street. This was replaced in 1867 by a
new brick Vicarage in Longridge Road, now “Brookfield”. The present Vicarage in
Garstang Road was built in 1955.
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LIST OF RECTORS AND VICARS OF CHIPPING

THE BELLTOWER & BELLS
The earliest record of bells in the church is in the will of Arthur Parker of Lickhurst dated
1614 which states, ‘I give and bequeath for and towards the repairenge of the bells in
the said steeple, annexed unto the west end of the Parish church of Chippin, sixe
shillings eight pence.’ He also left ‘fower shillings’ to the ringers who rang for his burial.

RECTORS
Robert

1692-1701

Humphrey Briscoe

1240

Peter the Physician

1701-1721

Thomas Atherton

1241

William Lawrence

1721-1735

Ralph de Aldbume

1738-1739

Thomas Clarkson
(Rector of Heysham)
William Rawsthorne

1326-1327

Robert de Langton

1739-1777

John Milner

1345-1355

Gilbert Mercelsdene

1778-1779

Thomas Pearce

1369-1375

Thomas Wyse

1779-1786

William Stockwell

1391

John Exton

1786-1807

John Carlisle

1394

William Whitewell

1807-1816

James Penny

1394

Robert Marchford

1816-1864

Edmund Wilkinson

1399

Robert Gowe

1864-1886

Richard Robinson

1399

John Muridene

1886-1891

John Birch Jones

1400

William Elslake

1891-1904

George Burwell

1421-1442

John Caton

1904-1913

Walter Hudson

1442

Lawrence Caton

1913-1925

George Tomlinson

1478

Thomas Swift

1925-1951

Arthur Gibbons

1480-1523

James Straitbirell

1952-1961

John Arthur Keith Nye

1523-1530

Thomas Mawdesley

1961-1966

Leslie Minhinnick

1530

Thomas Westby

1966-1967

Simon Lewis Owen

1531-1554

George Wolfet

1967-1972

William George McGowan

1973-1980

Thomas Green

1980-1983

George Robert Wood

VICARS
1562-1589

John Marsden

1984-1996

Henry Frederick Knowles Cheall

1591-1616

1996- 2004

Arthur Siddall

1616

Richard Parker
(Dean of Amounderness)
William Armistead

2005-2009

Sue Jean Williams

1622-1672

John King

2009-2015

John Vickers Scott

1672-1692

Richard White

2015-

Fiona Jenkins
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There were probably only three bells as before 1793 it was recorded that: ‘We have
three bells what they weigh we know not.’
The present peal of six bells was cast in 1793, by Mears of London. In 1950 a craftsman
from the same firm came to Chipping to rehang and quarter-turn the bells. This was so
that the clappers which had struck the same two spots on each bell for 160 years would
strike new places. The tenor bell which is the heaviest weighs 9¾ cwt.
Up to 1881 the Curfew Bell was tolled at Chipping. A Passing Bell was tolled when
anyone died up to 1924. The tenor hell was tolled for half an hour, then the treble bell
tolled the age of the deceased person. At one time the bells were tolled muffled. There
used to be muffles made of leather at Chipping. The Churchwarden's Accounts state that
10s was payed for muffling the bells at the funeral of William IV.
There is a Peal Board in the Tower dated 1892 to commemorate the ringing of 5040
changes by local men.
In 1991 the bells were removed and sent to the Whitechapel Bell Foundry to be tuned
and re-hung in a cast iron, galvanised frame. The dismantling of the old frame, lowering
the bells and transport was done by local volunteers. The bells were re-hung in their new
frame by Mr. Martin Waldren of Whitechapel Bell foundry with the help of local people.
The first peal on the new bells was rung on 18th May 1996. It took 2 hours and 46 minutes and
consisted of 5,040 changes. The peal was to mark 1400 years of Christianity in the Ribble
Valley and to welcome the Revd. Arthur Siddall (inducted 8th May 1996).
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& Whitewell 1983-2018
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The largest bell - the Tenor now weighs
the Fifth
the Fourth
the Third
the Second
the Treble

-

8 - 0 - 23
7-0-3
5 - 3 - 27
5-0-2
4 - 1 - 18
4-0-4

Ab
Bb
C
Db
Eb
F

From the roof of the tower, on a clear day, there are wonderful views of the village and
surrounding countryside. The weather-vane is a cock as in many churches. There was a Papal
Decree in the ninth century ordering a cock on every church steeple as the emblem of St.
Peter.
The church clock, made by Smiths of Derby, was erected in 1909. There was a former
clock mentioned in 1815.
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MUSIC
In 1754, the Archdeacon of Richmond granted a faculty to the Churchwardens to build a
gallery in the west end in the bell tower to accommodate the singers who led the music
in the services. The village choir sat in this gallery until it was removed in 1873. There
would also be at one time a village orchestra. The Churchwardens Accounts between
1825 and 1846 show several payments for the purchase and repair of musical
instruments, clarinets, and fiddle strings.
A small harmonium replaced the orchestra in the mid-nineteenth century.
In 1876 the present organ was installed. It is the work of "Father” Henry Willis, a
renowned organ-builder of the time. It remains much as Willis made it, unlike other
Willis organs which have been modified and improved over the years. Willis made organs
to last, and although not capable of refinements of tone, it is still a fine organ. it was
originally powered by a hand blower, and the sweat of a villager, but new electricity has
taken over. The organ was restored and moved to its present position in 2004
What goes around comes around, and St Bartholomew’s once again has a small band of
villagers who lead music once a month. There is even a clarinet, just like the original
orchestra.
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REGISTERS
In 1559 it became compulsory for parish churches to keep registers of baptisms,
marriages and burials. The first Baptism recorded was that of John Hurst in 1559. The
earliest entry of a marriage is between John Bond and Jane Bond in 1559 and the first
recorded burial is Richard Singleton in 1600. Old records need careful storage, so almost
all the parish registers are held at the Lancashire County Records Office in Preston, with
only those in current use being kept in the church. The grave records are also available in
electronic format on the church website.
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